Social Security (Administration) (Declared relevant Northern Territory areas — Various) Determination 2010 (No. 3)

Social Security (Administration) Act 1999

I, JENNY MACKLIN, Minister for Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, acting under subsections 123TE(1) and (10) of the Social Security (Administration) Act 1999 and on behalf of the Minister for Education and the Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations, make this Determination.

Dated 15th March 2010

J Macklin

Minister for Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
1 Name of Determination
This Determination is the Social Security (Administration) (Declared relevant Northern Territory areas — Various) Determination 2010 (No. 3).

2 Commencement
This Determination commences on 22 March 2010.

3 Date of expiry
This Determination expires 364 days after it is made.

4 Revocation of previous Determination
The Social Security (Administration) (Declared relevant Northern Territory areas — Various) Determination 2009 (No. 3) is revoked.

5 Declared relevant Northern Territory areas
An area that is listed in Schedule 1 is a declared relevant Northern Territory area for the purposes of Part 3B of the Social Security (Administration) Act 1999.
Schedule 1 Declared relevant Northern Territory areas

Part 1 Nyirripi, Willowra and Yuelamu

10 MILE OUTSTATION also known as TEN MILE OUTSTATION
ARRUNGE also known as FERDIES BORE, GARDEN BORE
DONS BORE also known as ILBPILLA, ILLIPUNU, ILLIPUNY, MT ALLAN
MOUNT BARKLY also known as BAU, PAMU, PAWA, PAWU LAND TRUST
NYIRRIPI also known as WAITE CREEK
PULARDI also known as DESERT BORE, MT ALLAN
WILLOWRA also known as WILLOWRA STATION, WIRLIYATJARRAYI
YINYIRIPALANGU also known as ETHEL CREEK, NGARI-PALYA
YUELAMU also known as ALPIRAKINGA, MOUNT ALLAN, MOUNT ALLEN

Part 2 Gunbalanya, Jabiru Town Camps, Minjilang and Warruwi

ADJAMARRAGU
ALAMIRRA also known as ALAMIRR
AMATJATPALK also known as AMA DJI BALK, AMA DJIBAL, AMADJIBALK,
AMALJATPALK, GOULBURN ISLAND, SOUTH GOULBURN
ARLA also known as ARIA
ARARLAGU also known as ILLIARU, NORTH GOULBURN, NORTH
GOULBURN ISLAND, WEIRA
ARMORRAN
ARRGAMURRMURR also known as ARGAMURRMURR, KEITH WILLIAMS
OUTSTATION
BUNI-INWUNBULAK also known as ANNESLEY POINT
CANNON HILL also known as EAST ALLIGATOR, MEL
COOINDA also known as JIM JIM, JIM JIM RANGER
DEAF ADDER also known as GOLONDJORR, GOLONGDJURIU,
GOLONGORR
DJIRRBIYAK also known as WHISTLE DUCK DREAMING
GAMARGAWAN also known as GAMARGWAN, GAMARRGAWAN
GUBORLORMORLOM
GUDJEKBIN also known as GUBJEKBINJ, GUDJERBINJ, KUJAKI
GUMARRIRNBANG also known as GUMARINBARN, GUMARRINBANG, KUMARRINBAN

GUNBALANYA also known as KUNBARLLANJNJA, OENPELLI

HUNTERS CAMP

INNGIRNATJ also known as INNGINNATJ

INJILATPARRI also known as INJALAPARRA, INJALATPARRI, SOUTH GOULBURN

KABULWARNAMYO also known as NORHNI

KUNGARREWARL also known as CLANCY’S CAMP, DJAYHGURRNGA, NAMARRING KARRAJI, NAMARRINGKARRAY CAMP, MARRINGKARRAYI, OENPELLI CAMP

MALGAWA also known as MARLGAWO, MOLGAWO, MORLGAWO

MAMADAWERRE also known as MAMADAWERRI, SOUTH GUMADEER

MANABADURMA also known as MANABADUMA, MANABURDUMA-JABIRU TOWN CAMP, MANABURDUMA, MANABURDURMA-JABIRU TOWN CAMP

MANDILBARRENG also known as MANDALBARENG, MANDILBARENG

MANGARDUBU also known as COOPERS CREEK, MANGADUBU, MANGARDABU

MANMOYI also known as MANMOI

MARLWON also known as KIKIKYOWH, LADY DREAMING, MALWORN

MARRAMARRANI

MIKINJ VALLEY also known as MIKGIN, MIKGINJ, MIKINJ

MINJILANG also known as CROKER ISLAND

MUDGINBERRI also known as MUDGENBERRI

MUDJIGARDART also known as WAIDABOONAR, MT. BORRADAILE, MUDJEEGARDART, WAIDABONOOR

MURGENELLA PLAINS also known as ARRDUKBUKBUN

NALABERRBERR also known as GUBARNGBARNGKU, NALABERRBERR, NALEBERRBERR, NGALABE, NGALABERRBERR

NAMURGARDABU also known as NAMAGARDABU, NAMAGARRARBU

NARBALEK

NGARLU NGARLU also known as KING RIVER

NGIPIN also known as NGIJBIN, NGIJIPIN, SOUTH GOULBURN

NOURLANGIE
PARADISE FARM also known as ALDERSON, ALDERSON STATION JIM JIM PARK HQ, JIM JIM RANGER STATION
PATONGA also known as MURDUJUL, PATONGA AIRSTRIP
RED LILY also known as AMBARRAWARRA, GIINDA, GINA
RIKURRGI
SANDY BAY
SPRING PEAK also known as URGDURR
TABLE HILL also known as GURRGURR, GURRHGURR
TIGER’S CAMP also known as WAMUNGI, WAMUNYI, WANNINGUJI, WANUNGI
TIMOR SPRINGS
WALKA also known as BARGE LANDING, WALKAA
WAMINARI also known as WAMANARI, WAMINARA BAY, WAMINARRA BAY
WANAKUTJA
WARRUWI also known as GOULBURN ISLAND
WIGU also known as GOULBURN ISLAND, SOUTH GOULBURN
WILGI also known as WANINGI, WILJI, WILTGI, WILTJU

Part 3 Maningrida

ANKABADBIRRI also known as ANGABABIRRAYI, AN-GABARRBIRRIYA
BARNAMARRAKKAKANORA
BARRIDJOWKENG also known as BARRIDJOWEN, BARRIHYOWKENG
BERRAJA also known as BERBAJA, BERRAIYA
BIRRIBA
BOLKDJAM also known as BORLKDJAM, BULKDJAM
BOTGARDI also known as BOTKARRI
BULUHKADURU also known as BUKUHKADURU, BULAGADARU, BULUNKADURU
DAMDAM also known as DAM DAM
DJAKALABONA
DJIMALAWA also known as JI-MALAWA, JI-MALOWA
DJINKARR
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GAMARDI also known as GAMEDI, JIMARDE
GARRABU
GOCHIN JINY JIRRA also known as CADELL GUNARDPA, GOCHAN JINY-JIRRA, GOCHIN JINY JARD, GOTJANJINJIRRA
GORRONG GORRONG also known as GORONG GORONG, GORRON GORRONG, GORRONG-GORRONG
GUMURUGURU also known as GAMARRAGURRA, GAMARRU GUYURRU, GAMURRU GUYURRA, GARMALATJIRRINA, GUMUGUMUK
GUPANGA also known as KOPUNGA
JARRAMAGORNDARRA also known as JARRAMONGORNDARRA
JI-BALBAL also known as BAMBOO CREEK, JIBALBAL, JI-BAL BAL
JI-BENA also known as DJEBENNA
JI-MARDA also known as DJIMARDA, JIMARDA
KAKODBABULDI also known as GUGODBABULDI, KUKOTBUBULDI
KOLORBIDAHAHDAH also known as KORLOBIRRAHDA
KUBUMI also known as GUBUMI
KUMURURLU also known as KUMURULU
KURRURULDUL also known as KURRURLOUL, KURULDUL
MALNYANGANAK also known as MALANGANAK, MALNYANGANAK
MANEDJKADJANG also known as MANDAJGARDAJAN, MANDAJGARDAJANG
MANINGRIDA
MANKORLOD also known as MANGALOD, NGANKDRLORD, NGANKORLOUD
MARRKOLIDJBAN also known as MARRGOLIDJBAN, MARRKILIDBAN, MARRKOLIDBAN
MEWIRNBI also known as MEWIRNABI
MILMILNGKAN also known as BURLNGANDI
MU-GURTA
MUMEKA also known as MOMEKA, MORMEGA
NABBARLA KUNINDABBA also known as NAQARLA, ROCKY POINT
NADILMUK also known as NDJUDDA POINT
NANGAK also known as NANGARK
NARAARUMBA also known as NAKALRRANBA, NARDIDI, NARRARUMBU
NDJUDDA also known as NDJUDDA POINT, NJUDDA, NJUDDA POINT
WURDEJA also known as WUDEJA
YAYMINYI
YIKARRAKKAL also known as KUBUMI, YIKARRAKAL
YILAN also known as BUNBAWA, MU-GANARRA, MUGANARRA, MUREGANARRA, Y’LAN